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Horse Assisted
Therapy (HAT)

• Horse Assisted Therapy (HAT) is a promising, evidencebased intervention for the treatment of trauma.
• The beneficial effects of HAT
→ sense of safety

The Integrative Model of Human-Animal
Interactions

I M H A

BASED ON
NEUROSCIENCE,
PSYCHOLOGY AND
ETHOLOGY

COMMON BASIS
BETWEEN HORSE
AND HUMAN

I

UNDERSTANDING
HUMAN-ANIMAL
INTERACTIONS
Emotional transfer,
Empathy and Interactive
regulation.

The seven primary emotional system
RAGE system
Fight

LUST system
Seduction,
Intercourse

PLAY system
Social engagement

SEEKING system
Exploration, Curiosity

FEAR system
Flight, Freeze

PANIC system
Separation
distress

CARE system
Caregiving, Loving act

How does the feeling of security emerge?
Isolation
Agressor/
Predator

Sympathic nervous system

RAGE & FEAR systems
overactivate
Mobilization behaviors
Flight / Fight

Danger

comfort
of a home
loved
one

ANS
Neuroception

PANIC system
overactivate
Vocalizations,
bonding
behaviors

Safety

ventral parasympathetic
branch

Regulated expression of
primary emotional systems
Social engagement
(health, growth and
restoration)

Safety in Complex
Trauma
“The feeling of safety IS the treatment” (Porges, 2017)

• Polyvagal Theory proposes a
neurophysiological model of safety and
trust.
• Look for clues indicating a
neurophysiological state of safety or
insecurity in the patient and the horse.

Case study: Emilie
• 30 years old,
• SUD (started drinking alcohol at the age of eleven) ;
• PTSD symptoms ;
• Dissociative symptoms: depersonalization and
derealization, amnesia;
• Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) (verifications,
hygiene) ;
• Sexuality disorders with dissociation (numbness, lack
of sensations) ;
• Previous binge eating episodes ;
• Victim of paternal incest during her childhood ;
• Victim of domestic violence by her partner.

Therapeutic strategy n°1: Anchor yourself in the present to
reduce hypervigilance

The meadow
and the horse as
a Safe Heaven
• For many traumatized patients
it is difficult to feel secure and
imagine a safe place.
• Seeing peaceful horses
soothes both the FEAR, RAGE
and PANIC systems.

Therapeutic strategy n°2: control the activation of PANIC in
therapeutic relationship

The horse as a
psychobiological regulator
Many traumatized patients have a
"contact phobia" or a "phobia of
the therapy or the therapist“.
Being careful on overactivate the
patient's PANIC system.

Therapeutic strategy n°2: control the activation of PANIC in therapeutic
relationship

1 -The therapist
suggests a
mindfulness
practice

Observable behaviors:
Active involvement,
presence and availability,
encouragement.
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+
2 - Negative
feedback from
Emilie

Risk of rupture of the
therapeutic alliance

2

Observable
behaviors:
Withdrawal, shifty
eyes, relational
disengagement,
muscular tension,
freezing.

Use by the therapist of the dyadic interaction (horse-therapist) in order to
indirectly regulate the patient's defensive systems.
+
3

Observable
behaviors :
1- The therapist
strokes the horse
and scratches it
1'- He plays with
the horse.

Observable behaviors :
Curiosity, observation
of the horse-therapist
relationship.
Relaxation of muscles
and vigilance.
Laughter.
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The therapist shows his
attachment to the horse
in front of Emilie in order
to calm her defensive
systems.
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Observable behaviors :
2- Horse’s signs of satisfaction
2'- Playful gesture: dynamism,
head movements.

Therapeutic strategy n°3: Promoting safety in social
interactions

The horse as
a true partner
• In traumatized patients, it is
important to focus on developing
emotional regulation skills.
• Most interventions focus on
developing self-regulation, but many
patients have difficulty regulating
themselves in relationships with
others (interactive regulation).

Therapeutic strategy n°3: learning to establish healthy
boundaries in the relationship with the other
-

3
Observable behaviors:
Freeze, says "no",
"stop“ or tries to get
away from the pony.
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Context :
The pony is adorable
but greedy, he doesn’t
hesitate to search
Emilie’s pockets for
treats. She finds this
attitude intrusive.
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Observable behaviors:
Sniffing, rummages with his
nose in Emilie’s coat of.

Learn to regulate the activation of one's defensive systems and
to re-engage socially to manage a relational difficulty
+

1
The therapist:
- gives objective
information,
- helps to become
aware of the
sensory-motor cues.

Observable
behaviors :

+

3
The therapist shows how
to re-establish a healthy
boundary and mutual
respect with the horse.
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Observation of the
therapist's gestures
and postures and
attempt to
reproduce them.
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Observable behaviors :
Stands at a healthy distance from
Emily. Less agitated. Gets a treat.

Emilie’s
psychological
evolution
• after 12 weeks in
residential care, and 6
sessions of HAT for the
integrated treatment of
PTSD-SUD.

Psychological
variables

PTSD

Dissociation

Scales

PCL-5

DES

Interpreting
scores

Cut-off score of
33 = search for
Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder
Cut-off score of
25 = search for a
dissociative
disorder.

Entry in
center

6 weeks
of usual
care

6 weeks
of usual
care and
HAT

T1
Scores

T2 Scores

T3 Score

56

38

16

13,2

21,4
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Perspectives
Research

Practice
IMHAI:
Having a
transtheoretical model
to reflect on the
practice and build new
therapeutic strategies.

Improving the dialogue
between practitioners and
researchers to advance the
field of HAT

IMHAI:
Better understand
the horse’s role
and the
therapeutic
strategies used in
HAT.

IMHAI

Better define
methodologies
to evaluate the
horse’s value on
the therapeutic
benefits in HAT.

Having a
transtheoretical model
to hypothesize about
the emotional
processes involved in
HAT.
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